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Class Description 
This class serves as an overview of the field of theology and background for the theological 
studies of the senior year. It introduces theological thinking and how that is related to living the 
Christian moral life and the life of the church.  

 
 

Class Objectives 
Students will be able to: 

• Name four major fields of study within theology and describe their 
interrelationships. 

• Explain what is meant by “revelation” and what the sources of revelation are 
within Anglican understanding. 

• Identify the Episcopal church’s understanding of “authority,” and how that differs 
from other major approaches. 

• Define praxis and explain how it relates to theological beliefs. 
• Recognize how their Iona studies relate to theological competencies expected by 

the Anglican Communion and name specific ways they can be responsible for 
their own theological development. 

 
Class Schedule 

9:00 – Opening Prayer & Welcome 
9:10 –  Questions Waterfall 
 
9:15 –  Session I  - Introduction “What is theology?”                             (Teaching) 
9:30 –  Questions and Reflections  
 
9:50     Break 
 
10:00 – Session II – Revelation                      (Teaching) 
 “How does one know what one claims to know about God, humanity, and the world?” 
10:30 – Questions and Reflections  
 
10:50 – Break 
 
11:00 – Session III – Authority “What are the different questions about authority?”   (Teaching) 
11:30 –   Questions and Reflections 
 
11:50 – Noon Day Prayers 
12 – 1 – Lunch 
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1:00 –  Session IV – Gathering What We’ve Learned: Treeology    (Class Exercise) 
1:20 –  Chickens and Eggs: Faith, Reason, and Praxis     (Teaching / Discussion) 
 
1:45 – Break  
 
1:55 – Session V – TEAC Competencies, Iona studies, and Personal Responsibility (Discussion) 
 
2:15 – Conclusion – Return to the Waterfall 
 
2:30 – 3:30 - STUDY BREAK 
 
3:30 – 4:30 Exam 
 
 

Excerpts Used in Class 
 
Origen    De Principiis  
Julian of Norwich Revelation of Divine Love 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer The Cost of Discipleship 
Dorothy Sayers  Letters to a Diminished Church 
Rowan Williams On Christian Theology 
Cynthia Rigby    Holding Faith: A Practical Introduction to Christian Doctrine  
 
 

Suggested Readings and Lecture References 
 

Audi, Robert, ed.  The Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy. Cambridge: CUP, 1995.  
Bonhoeffer, Dietrich.  Ethics.  New York: MacMillan, 1955. 
Cone, James H. Black Theology of Liberation: 50th Anniversary Edition. Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 

forthcoming November 2020. 
Douglas, Kelly Brown. Stand Your Ground: Black Bodies and the Justice of God. Maryknoll, NY: Orbis 

Books, 2015. 
Ford, David F. Theology, A Very Short Introduction. (Second Ed.) Oxford: OUP, 2013.  
Jones, Serene. Trauma and Grace, 2nd Edition: Theology in a Ruptured World. Louisville: Westminster 

John Knox, 2019. 
MacIntosh, Mark A. Mystical Theology. Oxford: Blackwell, 1998.  
McGinn, Bernard, ed. Christian Spirituality – Volume I. New York: Crossroads, 2000.  
McGrath, Alister E. Christian Theology: An Introduction.  6th ed. Chichester: Wiley Blackwell, 2017. 
McGrath, Alister E. The Christian Theology Reader. 5th ed. Chichester: Wiley Blackwell, 2017. 
Rigby, Cynthia L. Holding Faith – A Practical Introduction to Christian Doctrine. Nashville:  Abingdon, 

2018. 
Sayer, Dorothy.  A Matter of Eternity – Selections from the writings. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1973.  
Sedgwick, Timothy F. The Christian Moral Life. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999. 
Thomas, Owen C., and Wondra, Ellen K. Introduction to Theology. 3rd ed. Harrisburg: Morehouse, 2002.  
Volf, Miroslav, and Bass, Dorothy, ed. Practicing Theology, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002.   
Williams, Rowan. On Christian Theology. Oxford: Blackwell, 2000. 
Wright, J. Robert. Readings for the Daily Office from the Early Church. New York: Church Publishing, 

1991. 
Wright, N. T. After You Believe: Why Christian Character Matters. New York: Harper Collins, 2010. 
 
 



Handout 2. Labels for Treeology 

 

Apologetics 

Beliefs 

Biblical Theology 

Christian Education/Formation 

Experience 

Faith 

Feminist/Womanist Theology 

Grace 

Historical Theology 

Homiletics 

Liturgical Theology 

Moral Theology/Ethics 

Mystical Theology 

Pastoral Theology 

Philosophical Theology 

Practical Theology 

Praxis/Practices 

Revelation 

Reason 

Scripture 

Systematic/dogmatic Theology 

Tradition 



Handout 3. Case Study of Theology in Daily Life 
 

 
Sermon: The Rev.  John Patterson 

Evening Prayer - IONA, Friday, March 12, 2010 

 

 
"These things happened to them to serve as an example, and they were written 
down to instruct us, on whom the ends of the ages have come. 
So if you think you are standing, watch out that you do not fall." 
In the name of the Father, Son and HS. Amen. 
 
 
In May 2001 my wife and I traveled to SA from England, where I was finishing my 
doctoral studies.  We went to SA to buy a house in anticipation 
of my joining the staff at St. Mark's in SA. 
 
While I was in town, I decided to have dinner with my dear friend, Rob. We'd 
been close friends for 25 years, law partners much of that time, 
but hadn't seen each other for over two years. Though we stayed in touch by 
email from time to time, that was mostly casual conversation, 
as we kept up family and professional developments. 
 
Our dinner discussion took an unexpected & unfortunate turn. Egged on by my 
son in law, we got into a brutal argument. 
 
It revolved around our political and theological beliefs. 
We were both very passionate about these beliefs. To make matters worse, our 
political views were grounded in our theological convictions about God and 
Christ.  We both stood firm in our positions, standing toe to toe in opposition to 
each other, each of us fully convinced we were right. 
 
The more firmly we stood, the more stubborn we became, the worse it got; 
threatening to destroy our friendship  
 
Our temperatures rose. 
Our voices grew louder. 
Our alienation increased by the minute. 
By the end of the evening, things were out of hand. We left dinner that night in 
angry silence. 
 
He went home to Kerrville.  
I went home to England; wondering if we'd ever speak to each other again after 
25 years of intimate friendship. 
 
In this morning's reading, Paul writes to a church in Corinth that finds itself in a 
similar position. There is deep division among various groups in the church. 



Much of the conflict arises from deeply held, but opposing, theological, political, 
and social beliefs. 
 
The more some Corinthians stood firm in their views, the more divided and 
conflicted they became. So, Paul writes to remind them about the destructive 
power that is unleashed when people stand firm in the certainty of their beliefs,  
at the expense of their relationships and their community 
 
If you think you are standing; watch out that you do not fall.  
Just look at the Israelites, Paul says. They serve as examples for all of us.  
 
Yes, they were certain God chose them to be his people. 
Yes, they were baptized in their own way just as we've been baptized in ours. 
Yes, they ate the spiritual food and drink provided by God.  
Yes, like us, they were certain of their relationship with God.  
 
Nevertheless, says Paul, 
that wasn't enough to save them from destruction. 
and it's not enough to save us. 
When we make idols of our own beliefs 
and ignore the faithfulness of our practices, we put Christ and God to the test. 
We bring death and destruction into the world.  
 
After a year, my friend Rob and I finally acknowledged and addressed our 
alienation. 
 
We recognized we were being unfaithful to God and Christ by letting stridency in 
our debates become the agent of destruction in our friendship. 
 
We finally realized that for our own well-being, 
we had to back off from our certainty, 
we had to stop making idols of our beliefs. 
We had to discover for ourselves 
the reality of what Paul says,  
 
"If you think you are standing, watch out that you do not fall" 
For a year, we "fell" - a friendship shattered by our certainty. 
 
But today's reading also offers us hope.  No testing has overtaken you that is not 
common to everyone 
 
God is faithful, and he will not let you be tested beyond your strength,  
but with the testing he will also provide the way out." 
 
For Rob and me, the way out became clear. 
We focused more on our practice, not our beliefs. 



We found ways to walk and work together as followers of Christ.  
We found common ground to carry out Christ's mission, despite our genuine, 
firmly held political and theological differences. 
We found that common ground in a variety of places. 
We supported and encouraged one another;  through serious illness and death in 
each of our families.  
 
We teamed up to model constructive political debate to local groups 
unaccustomed to such conversation. 
 
We agreed to stop writing and passing on provocative emails that stirred up one 
another's passions and divided us. 
 
We stopped listening to TV and radio personalities who promote conflict and 
division rather than doing the hard and detailed work of finding common ground. 
 
By becoming more active in Christ's ministry together, we made a profound 
discovery. 
 
Arguing over our beliefs always proved divisive. 
That was a dead end street. But walking hand in hand to carry out the mission 
Christ always bound us together. 
 
That was 7 years ago. 
Our friendship and ministries have flourished ever since. 
I wish I could say that my experience with Rob taught me a lesson once and for 
all time.  But it didn't. 
 
My friends in Christ have to remind me often that my passionate beliefs tempt me 
to destructive behavior. I am not alone in this temptation. 
As I look around today, it is obvious that many people put God and Christ to the 
test.  
 
Politicians of every stripe stand certain in their beliefs to justify acting in ways that 
divide and destroy.  
 
Religious fanatics of every major world religion, fueled by destructive preacpjng 
and teaching about beliefs think they are standing in certainty of their beliefs 
while they continue to fall; perpetuating violence in the perverted names of their 
gods.  
 
Wars, poverty, and hunger still work their destructive power through people who 
think they are standing confident in the certainty of their political, social, or 
economic beliefs.  
 



God has indeed provided us with the way out. It is the way of Christ, embodied 
by us; his faithful followers, irrespective of our theological, political or social 
differences. 
 
A documentary at the recent Jewish Film Festival in SA offers a riveting example.  
 
The film, entitled "#4 Street of our Lady" tells the remarkable yet little-known 
story of Francisca Halamajowa, a Polish-Catholic woman, who, in World War II 
Poland, faced the ultimate moral dilemma of the Holocaust. 
 
In her village alone, 6,000 Jews were sent to the death camps.  
Faced with this human tragedy, for over two years she put herself at great risk. 
She his 16 Jewish neighbors, and a young German Army deserter, while cleverly 
passing herself off as a Nazi sympathizer.  
 
By embodying God's way of eternal love, suffering great hardships of others she 
provided a way out for people threatened with death and worse.  
And she never once stopped to think about the political, theological or social 
differences in the people she helped.  
 
Dr. Ruth Berggren offer us another contemporary example of living Christ's way 
of eternal love. 
 
Dr. Berggren is the Director of the Center for Medical Humanities and Ethics at 
the UTHSC in San Antonio.  
 
In 2005, she was working in the hospital in New Orleans when Katrina flooded 
and destroyed much of the city.  Rather than evacuating to safety, she put herself 
at great risk. 
 
She continued to serve people from the poorest part of town in a hospital without 
electrical power, food or supplies.   
 
Political, theological and social beliefs about why these people were poor,  
never influenced her decision to embody Christ for them. 
 
Over the past two months this year, Dr. Berggren has spent most of her time in 
Haiti, leading a team of doctors and medical students, 
 
Embodying Christ's way of love in service to those in need. I've never heard 
Ruth's theological, political or social beliefs.  I don't need to.  
Her actions speak louder than her words. She embodies Christ in every way.  
 
Do think you are standing, while in fact you are falling? 
Do you stand so certain in your political and theological beliefs that you are 
destroying friendships in the process? 



Don't fall victim to such temptations like the Corinthians and Israelites before us. 
Or like Rob and me, who almost ruined a lifelong friendship by standing in the 
certainty of our own convictions.   
 
Instead, follow the examples of Francisca and Ruth,  and you, too, will make a 
difference for Christ. 
 
Lent is the perfect season to make this commitment. 
Resist the temptation to make idols of your beliefs. 
Resist the temptation to stand with certainty. 
Instead, embody Christ's way of humble love. 
Let the practice of serving others bear witness to your beliefs. And you will 
unleash the life-giving power of God: Throughout your life; and the life of the 
world. 
 
 
 



Handout 4. TEAC and AED Competencies in Theology

At Ordination 3 years post-ordination In ongoing ministry

Priests Ordinands have satisfactorily completed Priests are able to engage confidently Priests continue to study biblical
basic studies at the best available level with the Bible and the fundamental interpretation and application, doctrinal
adequate for the context of Christian traditions of Christian belief and practice. and moral issues, and to inspire others to
ministry exercised in an Anglican context. Priests interpret and use the Scriptures continue in study
Ordinanads have experienced across a wide range of settings, showing
ecumenical theological education and developed exegetical and hermeneutical
provision for Anglican teaching and skills that also encourage others to learn
discipline, vis-à-vis theology, worship, and explore.
relation of church and society, and Priests are recognised as reflective
interfaith studies/relations. practitioners, able to exercise wise and
Ordinands understand the importance of discerning judgment.
the community’s reading of the Bible in Priests have demonstrated an on-going
the light of Christian tradition and God-given desire to grow in understanding by
reason. participation in Continuing Ministerial
Ordinands will have engaged with a Education / Post-Ordination Training and
reasonably comprehensive range of other means of education.
biblical traditions within the canon of In their communication of the gospel,
Scripture, and are familiar with basic priests reflect the needs of the local
credal doctrine and the teaching of major church context, the wider community, the
figures in church history. nation and the world.
Ordinands demonstrate some Priests are familiar with new resources
understanding of the ways in which available for Christian education, and
Christian beliefs and practices have continue to promote this study in
developed over time and are developing themselves and others.
in varying contexts. Priests make time for on-going learning
Ordinands demonstrate a growing critical and reflection with ordained colleagues.
engagement with the Scriptures and the
traditions of Christian thought,
characterised both by faithful obedience
and openness to new insights.
Ordinands develop a practice of study
and reflection, and a working knowledge
of how to interpret and use Scripture in a
range of different contexts.
Ordinands are excited by their reading of
the Bible and their growing
understanding of Christian doctrine, and
are developing in themselves and others
an open intellectual curiosity.
As reflective practitioners, ordinands are
able to engage thoughtfully and critically
with a wide range of people in order to
communicate the gospel and encourage
others to learn and explore.
Ordinands practise what they preach,
demonstrating that their thinking affects
their life, character and ministry.
 



Handout 4. TEAC and AED Competencies in Theology

At Ordination 3 years post-ordination In ongoing ministry

Deacons Ordinands have successfully undertaken Deacons have continued to study Deacons have a good grasp of biblical
a course of biblical and theological study. scripture, using the Bible across a wide and theological knowledge.
Ordinands have a clear grasp of the range of settings and have become
major statements of faith held by proficient in appropriate contextualization
Christians, especially those held by and application of biblical teaching.
Anglicans, and an understanding of how Deacons have demonstrated an on-going
they may have application to desire to grow in understanding by
contemporary issues. participation in Continuing Ministerial
Ordinands have a good overall view of Education / Post-Ordination Training and
the Bible and its major themes and other means of education.
divisions. Deacons make time for on-going learning
Ordinands understand the importance of and reflection with ordained and lay
the community’s reading of the Bible in colleagues, including, where possible,
the light of Christian tradition and God-given others engaged in diaconal ministry.
reason.
Ordinands have integrated their AED:
theological learning with their practice of Reflect on theology as experienced in ministry.
prayer and worship. Describe how one’s understanding of God has changed during and because of
Ordinands are aware of the need for experiences in ministry.
continuing theological study throughout Be willing to struggle with ethical dilemmas.
their ministry. Engage the community in conversations on ethics and other difficult issues.
Ordinands demonstrate some
understanding of the ways in which
Christian beliefs and practices have
developed over time and are developing
in varying contexts.
As reflective practitioners, ordinands are
able to engage thoughtfully and critically
with a wide range of people in order to
communicate the gospel and encourage
others to learn and explore.
Ordinands have reflected on the history,
theology and contemporary
understandings of the diaconate,
particularly as it is understood within
Anglicanism.
AED:
Exhibit an understanding of the Apostles'
and Nicene Creeds.
Explain the roles of Scripture, Reason and
Tradition as applied to diaconal ministries.
Discuss how one’s theology is influenced by
diaconal ministries throughout the history
of the church.
Articulate the ways in which the history and
 stories of those who have gone before us
influence a perception of God and God's
action in the world.
Be open to engaging in ethical reflection on
their actions in life events.



Handout 4. TEAC and AED Competencies in Theology

All the Baptized At Licensing 3 years post-ordination In ongoing ministry

Licensed All are taught key Bible stories: Creation, Candidates have successfully undertaken Ministers have demonstrated that they Ministers have a good grasp of biblical
Lay Ministers the Patriarchs, Moses and the Law, key a course of biblical and theological study. believe that Christian learning is ‘life-long’ and theological knowledge.

players in Israel’s story; the life and Candidates have a clear grasp of the by continuing to engage with some form Ministers are recognised in the
teachings of Jesus; key incidents from major statements of faith held by of theological study since their licensing. community as being proficient
Acts, and other New Testament writings. Christians eg creeds and historical Ministers interpret and use the scriptures practitioners of the ministry concerned
All are encouraged and helped to exploreformularies, particularly those held by across a range of contexts relevant for
further basic Christian doctrines at an Anglicans, and an understanding of how their ministry, showing understanding of
appropriate level (eg. Apostles’ Creed, they may have application to exegetical and hermeneutical principles.
Commandments and Lord’s Prayer). contemporary issues.

Candidates have integrated their
theological learning with their practice of
prayer and worship.
Candidates are aware of the need for
continuing theological study throughout
their ministry.
Candidates have a good overall view of
the Bible and its major themes and
divisions.
Candidates demonstrate the ability and
willingness to engage positively but
critically with the Bible and the traditions
of Christian thought, in a spirit that is both
faithful and also open to new insights.
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